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IN STIFF CLA YSa

Discussion by Rouert 'N. Day,' :\lcmber, ASCE

The :lllthors' paper on the failure llf the San Luis Dam. in California,
was very interesting. The authnrs have c()ncluded that failure of the upstream
slope uf the dam Dccuned as a result llf deformations that developed when
the reservoir was liiled and emptied. evenru~tllv reducing the shearing resis
tance llt the slope wash (:1 lean to fat clay) to the residual value. The authors
abo state that with a sufficient number of cycles of filling and emptying.
the cumulative displacement could eventually become large enough [ap
proximately 10 in. ("25 cm)i to reduce the shearing resistance of the slope
w,lsh to its residual value. Given this magnitude
movement. should not
the inclinllmeters at the crest of the ciam 11:I\e recl)rlied the slupe movement
wah each cvck of filling and lowering of the reser\oi()
Fig. 2 ,h,;\\s a (fllSS section of the Jam and tbe location "t the slide pl~lne
determined from inclinometer readings. The slide plane is about 6UO ft (lKO
m) long. Of this length. about 200 It (()() m) uf the slide plane is in the
compacted clay cor,:. 2()() ft (60 m) l)f the slide plailLC is in the slope wash.
and the final 2()I) II \ hi) m) uf the slide plane is 111 a compacted clayey-gravel
till Illclted nLC:n the toe llr the dam. Thus, when considcring the material
ctlong the slide planc. the slope wash is confined on both sides by compacted
clayey matenal. It failure llf the San Luis Darn requires the slope wash to
bc in a ~'2sidual state [i c'. 1ll in. (25~m) elf cumulative displacement], then
should not the compacted clayey fill on both sides llf the slope wash also
have [0 approach a residual state') Using the authors' residual values for
the clayev compacted materials (c' = 0; lb' = 15 - 2()O) as well as those
for the slope wash (c' - 0; (b' = 15°) would produce a factor of safety well
below l.ll for the rapid-drawdown condition. Is it possible that the authors
have used too high values for the cumpacted clayev soils and too low values
O.e. residual values) for the slope wash when calculating a factor of safety
of L.O for the rapid drawdown of the reservoir')
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The authors provided a very intcresting case history in a highly plastic
clay that is a topic of great interest to soil engineers. The paper touches
directly or indirectly on several key issues, some of which are discussed
herein.
The effective stress peak failure envelope on samples of stiff clay is non
linear, as shown by Bishop ct al. (I Y(5) on undisturbed specimens of London
clay and by Lambe et al. (l9x 1) on An1Uay clay. Bishop et al. (1 Y7l) showed
that highly preconsolidated clay luses strength after the peak, with increasing
displacement along the plane of sliding, and reaches residual strength when
displacement is very large.
Lam be et al. ( 1981) indicated that the development and increase llf perched
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\vatcr abuve the Amuay fat eLlv triggers slides by: (l) Decreasing effective
stress and strength: (2) decrc:lsing the strength line due to deformations in
the AnlUay clay from cvclic filling and emptying of the oil in the reservoir;
aud (3) incrc:asing shear stress.
The AnlUay clay presents :1 \ ery complex stress history that includes
'ieJimentation. erosion. desiccati()n, cliff forming, reservoir construction,
den;!oprneut ~lt perched water. cyclic loading, cracking. and large defor
mations. Lambe ct al. ( 19:-; 1) pre,cnted different nonlinear strength envel
l)peS f()r the following srage, in the stress history of the Amuay clay: (1)
Clitf formed: (2) perched water (intact slope); (3) perched water (cracked
slupe); and (-\) large dcformatill!ls (residual). The highest strength corre
spunds tu cliff formatiun. ami the strength line decreases sequentially in
St:lges 2--\. The strcngth lines were obtained from results of testing undis
turbed "ample, a( differellt locations with strc~s history cLJmpLltibk to th.:
ap\Jrl)pllate stage (I. 2. 3. or -\). Lambe et al. also indicated that residual
strcngth depends UpOll the plasticity of the clay, and plotted a nonlinear
strength ,:nve!llpe ror a piasticity index (PI) equal to 20% and a linear
strength e nve lope Inr 1'! = 50"".
Stabilitv analvses Dr five slides in Amuav c1av bv Lambe et al. (19S 1)
,howed tliar tor'the ,Iides \() uccur the mob(lized' sh~ar strength ,)f the clav
had to be lancer th,l[] its rl'sldu~d strength. Thev concluded that the shea'\,
strength to
selectc:d depends upon the stage ~)f the clay just prior to the
landslide; the pore pressures the v used corresponded to pressures existing
prior to a landslide. Thev measured high pore pressures within the Amuay
ciav after a landslide and discLlssed the possibility that these developed by
ddormations oeCUITIIH!. during a landslide.
\;1echanisms ()f stre71gth
in stiff clay may be identified as: (1) Re
duction or elimII1ation elf []Hell n~gative pore pres:;ures: (2) generation of
lI1ternal swelling force; and \:l) continuous deformation after shear stress
equals strength Z)f clement. Strcngth loss due to elimination of high negative
pure pressure is affected hv reduction in effective stress, but the strength
envelope is nut altered. rile generation of internal swelling force, caused
bv soaking, lowers the strength envelope; its magnitude may be large enough
tu reduce shear strength tll almost zero by inducing change in the structure
of the clay for very low tCltal normal stress. Tinoco (1981) proposed that
the internal swelling torce be induded in the stability analysis of cuttings in
London clay. He prmidcd a simple method to take into account the strength
loss due to displacement un the ,hding surface.
The stresses plotted (In fig. lIJ represent the loading conditions of: (1)
End of construction: (2) reser,cir full; and (3) drawdown. The authors did
not explain whether they represent a point element or average values on
the sliding surface; and the shear stresses are drawn above the residual
'itrength line, contrary to the results of back-analysis.
Research to determine the magnitude of pore pressure at the start of a
landslide developed by displacements of deformations occurring along a
potcntial sliding surface is necessary to validate the results of back-analyses
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Tht: writers appreciate: the: comments of both Day and Tinoco.
Day suggests that a re:sidual strength condition also may have developed
in the compacted clay core (zone I) and the compacted clayey-gravel fill
(zone 3) bee3use a large part of the slide plane passes through these materials
(Fig. 2). The clay fraction of the slope wash is bOOt, the zone 3 materi31
has a c1av fraction of 25%, and the c1av fraction of the zone 1 material is
40';' Th~ day fraction is defined as tbe'pero:ntage finer than (l.om mm by
weight. Skempton (19x:,) concluded that it the clay fraction is greater than
or equal to 50% the clay particles will undergo a "sliding" shear behavior.
and the residual strength is likely to be considerably less than the peak
strength. If the clay fraction is less than 25%, the soil will undergo a "tur
bulent" shear condition, and the residual strength will not be signific3ntly
less than the pe3k strength. If the clav fraction lies between 25% and 50%,
the ~oil will ~ndergo a '''transitional''- shear behavior.
The strength tests showed that the residual strength ()f the slope wash is
considerably less than the peak strength, which is in guud agreement with
SkemDton's conclusions. However, the clav fraction ollhe zone 3 material
is oniy 25%, therefme: it will probably exhil)it little or no strength loss during
reservoir operations. Since the clay fraction of the zone 1 material is 40%,
some strength loss might be expected. However, the finite-element stress
analysis showed that the highest shear stresses occurred in the slope wash
3nd thus the deformations in the zone 1 material due to the reservoir op
erations were probably small.
Thus the writers agree with Day in principle that it would be appropriate
to reduce the strength of the zone 1 and zone 3 materials to the residual
v3lue. However, the reduction in strength from the peak to the residual
would be small in comparison with what appears to h3ve occurred in the
slope wash.
The slope inclinometers near station 135 + 00 were installed after the slide
occurred and thus measurements of the slope movement during the annual
reservoir operations were not recorded. However, the cracks observed in
the crest roadway between 1978 and 1981 were an indic:ltion of the move
ments that led to the loss of strength and the occurrence of the slide.
The ,tresses plotted in Fig. 10 represent the average shear and normal
stresses in the slope wash during the reservoir operations. The stress state
for the reservoir drawdown-condition plots above the residual-strength en
velope, and the stress state for the reservoir full condition plots on the
residual envelope.
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Discussion by Joram M. Amir.' Feilow, ASCE

The technique of 3uger-cast piling is applicable to many foundation sit
uations, and the author made an important contribution to the understand
ing of the problems involved in the consTruction stagt: of thest: piles.
The following comments rnav shed some mure light on both the ~ll1alvticai
methl)ds prese~ted bv the autllor and on hi, ,:unelusions.

Presumably, all tests reponed made usc Df h,draulic jacks to measure
the loads. This procedure IS inherently in'll'cuLlte. often giVing :H1 error of
20e'c (Canadian 1(85). A typical error of. S(lY, 10"0 is therefore reasonable
to expect.
In tbe determination of the pile capacity, the authm uses the 10"'0 rule
and. where inapplicable. Chin's (i970) method. Both methods art: arbitr3ry,
bck a theoretical basis, and may give results widely apart [e.g .. 319 tons
for Chin's method versus 21110ns according to tbe 10% ruk (hg. 3)). For
a mean value 01 ::h5 tons this gives a stan Liard deviation or 5.1 tons, or a
coefficient of vanunon of ::()C;.~ Thus, the combined error in tile: uitirnate
ioads reported may bt: on the Drder of 30°;"
The use of a bilinear variant of Chin '5 method to sepaf3te the shaft friction
from the total load is rather problema[ic: in the writer's experience. the
points on the initial part of the load-settlement curve show too much scatter
IV in Chin's coordinates to enable the drawing of 3ny straight line. Assuming
that such a line can be drawn. it is uncertain whether it will vic:ld the correct
shaft friction; theoretically it can even produce friction values that are higher
than the total load at 10% settlement.
Disregarding this possibility, and assuming that this method docs provide
the value of the shaft frictIon, the coefficient of variation must be on the
same order of that for the total 103d (30%).
The large arors involved in the sh3ft friction values are ret1ected in the
f)-values suggested by the author (Fig. 4). According to these values, for a
vertical effective stress increasing linearly with depth the total friction on a
..\() It pile W = 0.5) is somewhat lower than th3t of a 28,4 ft pile (f) = 1).
If, as assumed in (7), the vertical effective stress has a limiting value at 6
10 pile diameters, the result for ail pile lengths is even mort: paradoxical:
The longer the pile, the less total skin friction!
The author calculates the ultimate point resistance by subtracting the skin
friction from the total ultimate load. This IS mathematically correct, but one
must not forget that in this case the variance of the result is a sum of the
variances of the total and skin friction capacities. For the example given in
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